Mailing Lists

How do I unsubscribe from fitforum or facforum?

To unsubscribe from fitforum/facforum:

Method 1

Send a blank email message (no subject, no body of message) using your FIT designated e-mail address to:
fitforum-unsubscribe@lists.fit.edu for fitforum
facforum-unsubscribe@lists.fit.edu for facforum

Method 2

1. Go to https://lists.fit.edu/sympa and find the list you want to unsubscribe.
   Ex: FitForum https://lists.fit.edu/sympa/info/fitforum
      (TRACKS CAS) button in the top right corner.
2. Sign in using the
   
2. Select the "Unsubscribe" option on the left most panel.
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